Exceptional Growth Makes ITIP The World's
Largest International Patent Filing Company
FORT GRATIOT, MICHIGAN, JANUARY 8, 2018.

ITIP LLC, the leader in IP cost management and international patent filing for the Fortune® Global 500,
is pleased to announce that its trend of exceptional growth has continued with a sixth consecutive
record year. ITIP remains the most relied upon corporate foreign filing solution in the IP industry today,
resulting in ITIP's preeminent position.
“ITIP is the world's largest international patent filing company. No other company comes close" states
ITIP's CEO, Tom Quinn. “For the past decade, ITIP has revolutionized international patent flings in much
the same way that the annuity companies revolutionized payment of maintenance fees. In 2018, we
anticipate processing nearly 10% of all corporate foreign filings originating from the USA."
A number of ITIP's Members have previously held Chief Patent Counsel positions for large multinational
corporations. “At ITIP, we understand and speak the corporate legal department language" says ITIP
Member, Roger Gobrogge, who was Head of IP for Rolls-Royce Americas and Chief Patent Counsel for
Dow Corning prior to joining ITIP. “To efficiently manage the cost of international filings, it takes more
than promises of a penny per word less on translations or a line item discount on invoices" explains
Gobrogge. “At ITIP we provide comprehensive solutions that manage cost and compliance throughout
the patent life cycle. Knowing and addressing in-house counsel's cost management concerns earns
their trust and the privilege of working with the largest corporate filers in the world".

ITIP’s innovative solutions provide complete transparency into the cost management of IP law
ﬁrms and international agents. Bringing together a unique vision that combines proprietary
best practices, state of the art IT technology and IP human resources, ITIP has a variety of
proven solutions for large companies to cut through waste and eliminate unnecessary cost.
www.itip.com

Questel is a worldwide leading provider of intellectual property solutions. Questel offers a
comprehensive suite of SaaS for searching, analyzing, and managing invention and IP asset,
as well as a unique collection of IP databases.
Questel is also the biggest foreign ﬁler in the world through its subsidiary ITIP. For each
stage of the innovation lifecycle, Questel delivers prosecution cost management, consulting
services and training solutions.
Established in 1978, Questel is present in more than 30 countries with ofﬁces in Paris,
London, Bonn, Washington, Detroit, Sao Paulo, Tokyo, Shanghai, New Delhi and Singapore.
www.questel.com

